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Progress and potential:
A profile of women inventors on U.S. 
patents



Motivation & objective

• Women comprise a small minority of patent inventors.
• Harnessing untapped inventive talent may spur innovation 

and drive economic growth.
– We could quadruple the rate of U.S. innovation by increasing the 

invention rates among women, minorities and those from lower-
income families. (Bell et al. 2017).

• Progress and potential: A profile of women inventors on U.S. 
patents aims to study U.S. women inventors named on U.S. 
patents granted 1976-2016.
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Methodology

• USPTO collects certain limited information on patent inventors.
• To study women’s participation in patenting, it is necessary to 

classify inventors as men or women based on their names.
• Our report models similar prior studies, but offers two novel 

contributions:
– Leverage the origin of an inventor’s last name to classify the inventor’s 

gender using his/her first name
– Focus on the percentage of inventors that are women (“women inventor 

rate”) rather than the share of patents with a female inventor
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Share of patents vs. share of inventors

• Share of patents with a female inventor: the percentage of patents granted in a given 
year with at least one female on the inventor team.

• Women inventor rate: the percentage of all unique inventors granted a patent in a 
given year that are women.
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Forty-year trends of women in U.S. 
patenting
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Women patent inventors vs. women in 
science and engineering occupations
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Across nearly all 
science occupations, 
women participate 
at a much higher 
rate than they invent 
patented 
technology.
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Women inventor rate by state 
(top 20)
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Women inventor rate by 
technology sector
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Women are 
specializing in 
technology fields 
and sectors where 
female predecessors 
have patented rather 
than entering male-
dominated fields or 
firms.



Women inventor rate at certain top 
patent assignees, 2007-2016
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Share of patents with at least one woman 
inventor by gender composition
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Share of patents by inventor team size
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Key findings

• Women continue to comprise a small minority of patent 
inventors, accounting for only 12 percent of all inventors on 
patents granted in 2016.

• Gains in female participation in science and engineering 
occupations and entrepreneurship are not leading to broad 
increases in female patent inventors.
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Key findings

• Technology-intensive states and those where women comprise a 
large percentage of the state’s overall workforce show higher 
rates of women inventors.

• Women inventors are increasingly concentrated in specific 
technologies, suggesting that women are specializing in areas 
where female predecessors have traditionally patented.
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Key findings

• Businesses have the lowest women inventor rates among the 
various categories of U.S. patent owners. 

• Women are increasingly likely to patent on large, gender-mixed 
inventor teams, highlighting the growing importance of 
understanding the relationship between gender and innovative 
collaboration.
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SUCCESS Act



Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing 
Engineering and Science (SUCCESS) Act of 2018
• Signed by President Donald J. Trump into law on October 31, 2018
• Section 3 requires the USPTO, in consultation with the U.S. Small Business 

Administration, to provide a report to Congress no later than one year after 
enactment.
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Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing 
Engineering and Science (SUCCESS) Act of 2018
• Identify publicly available data on the number of patents annually applied for 

and obtained by, and the benefits of increasing the number of patents 
applied for and obtained by women, minorities, and veterans and small 
businesses owned by women, minorities, and veterans
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Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing 
Engineering and Science (SUCCESS) Act of 2018

• Provide legislative recommendations for how to:
– Promote the participation of women, minorities, and 

veterans in entrepreneurship activities 
– Increase the number of women, minorities, and 

veterans who apply for and obtain patents
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SUCCESS Act Report
• In October 2019, the USPTO published a report pursuant to 

the SUCCESS Act. 

• USPTO findings
– Limited amount of publicly available data regarding 

the participation rates of women, minorities, and 
veterans in the patent system. 

– Information that does exist indicates that women and 
minorities are underrepresented as inventors named 
on U.S. granted patents. 
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SUCCESS Act Report
• The USPTO currently has numerous programs and services geared toward 

individuals and small businesses from all backgrounds who are just getting 
started in inventing and patenting.

• The USPTO will enhance and expand upon its existing programs and services 
with at least the following initiatives:

– Collaborative IP program

– Award program

– Creation of council for innovation and inclusiveness

– Expansion of USPTO educational outreach program

– Workforce development

– Increase professional development IP training  for educators
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National Council for Expanding American 
Innovation (NCEAI)
• Objectives:

– Develop a national strategy on innovation and intellectual property and a plan of 
action that will foster the involvement of underrepresented groups as inventors-
patentees, entrepreneurs, and innovation leaders.

– Execute a long-term comprehensive plan for continuing to build America’s 
innovation ecosystem in areas that are key to the next technological revolution.

• Council members will be comprised of high-level 
officials from industry, non-profit organizations, 
academia and various federal government departments 
and agencies.
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Next steps
• The National Council for Expanding American 

Innovation Council will have its inaugural 
meeting in the spring.

• There will be a series of roundtable events 
around the country to collect best practices. 

• The National Strategy will be published Fall 
2020.
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Call to Action
• What the IP Community can do

– Community involvement in STEM and IP education 
– Improve diversity and inclusion of underrepresented 

groups in their organization 
• Share your more effective and less effective practices and 

programs among peers and the NCEAI

• Share your feedback to our mailbox
– InnovationCommittee@uspto.gov
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USPTO women’s programs 
and awareness
• Women’s Entrepreneurship Symposium – March 3, 2020

– Annual event providing awareness and insight as to the importance in IP in starting, building, and growing a business. Most recently, the 
event united leaders in industry, government, and education to discuss the underrepresentation of women in scientific research and 
patenting.

• Collaborative programming with stakeholder organizations, i.e. Voices of Women In Tech, Women in Law 2018: 
Forging Your Path to Success, Women in Technology Festival 2018, 2018 Women in STEM Panel and 
Workshop, and Women in AI

• Girl Scout IP Patch: developed as a joint partnership between the Girl Scout Council of the Nation’s Capital 
(GSCNC) and the USPTO and in collaboration with the Intellectual Property Owners (IPO) Education 
Foundation. Available for use by girl scout troops across the nation
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USPTO women’s programs 
and awareness (cont’d)
• Annual public display of women inventors: National Inventors Hall of Fame 

Museum, USPTO Alexandria, Campus
• USPTO Women’s Affinity Groups: Federally Employed Women, Bright Knights 

Chapter; Women in Science and Engineering (WiSE); Network of Executive 
Women (NEW); Women in Technology and Science (WiTS)
– Provide resources to USPTO employees and external stakeholders through educational 

programming, networking, and community services

• FIRST Robotics
• IBM Women Inventors
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Thank you!

www.uspto.gov

TexasRegionalOffice@uspto.gov 

(469) 295-9000



Additional slides



Classifying inventor gender

• Two sources of name-gender linked data
– IBM Global Name Recognition (GNR) system 
– World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Worldwide Gender-Name Dictionary 

• PatentsView disambiguated inventor names
– Discriminative hierarchical co-reference method (Monath et al., 2015)
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Classifying inventor gender

• Gender classifying steps
– Step 1: Classify first names with high probability of being male or female in GNR
– Step 2: Identify country of origin from GNR and match first name-country pair to 

WIPO Dictionary to classify gender
– Step 3: Where no country of origin identified, classify gender if first name is 

identified as always male or female in WIPO Dictionary and in the majority of cases 
in GNR 

– Step 4: For unclassified inventors with surnames of East Asian origin, classify first 
name with a lower probability condition of being male or female in GNR

• Method classifies gender for 96% of inventors residing in the U.S.
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Thank you!
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